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Abstract
Scientific methods of investigation o↵er systematic ways to gather information about the world;
and in the field of psychology application of such methods should lead to a better understanding
of human behavior. Instead, recent reports in psychological science have used apparently scientific
methods to report strong evidence for unbelievable claims such as precognition. To try to resolve
the apparent conflict between unbelievable claims and the scientific method many researchers turn
to empirical replication to reveal the truth. Such an approach relies on the belief that true phenomena can be successfully demonstrated in well-designed experiments, and the ability to reliably
reproduce an experimental outcome is widely considered the gold standard of scientific investigations. Unfortunately, this view is incorrect; and misunderstandings about replication contribute to
the conflicts in psychological science. Because experimental e↵ects in psychology are measured by
statistics, there should almost always be some variability in the reported outcomes. An absence of
such variability actually indicates that experimental replications are invalid, perhaps because of a
bias to suppress contrary findings or because the experiments were run improperly. Recent investigations have demonstrated how to identify evidence of such invalid experiment sets and noted its
appearance for prominent findings in experimental psychology. The present manuscript explores
those investigative methods by using computer simulations to demonstrate their properties and limitations. The methods are shown to be a check on the statistical consistency of a set of experiments
by comparing the reported power of the experiments with the reported frequency of statistical
significance. Overall, the methods are extremely conservative about reporting inconsistency when
experiments are run properly and reported fully. The manuscript also considers how to improve
scientific practice to avoid inconsistency, and discusses criticisms of the investigative method.
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Introduction

“At the heart of science is an essential balance between two seemingly contradictory attitudes–
an openness to new ideas, no matter how bizarre or counterintuitive they may be, and the most
ruthless skeptical scrutiny of all ideas, old and new. This is how deep truths are winnowed from
deep nonsense.” Carl Sagan (1997).
The field of psychology certainly follows the first half of Sagan’s prescription for scientific
investigations, as evidenced by the many creative and counterintuitive experimental descriptions of
human behavior. This article is about the second half of the prescription, which calls for ruthless
skeptical scrutiny of all ideas. The need for skeptical scrutiny was highlighted by Bem’s (2011)
reported evidence of human precognition (the ability to acquire information from the future).
Bem’s experimental methods did not appear to be substantively di↵erent from other studies, and
with nine out of ten findings reporting evidence for precognition (by rejecting the null hypothesis),
the findings in Bem (2011) exceeded what is normally required of psychological investigations. The
apparently high quality of Bem’s studies presented a quandary for researchers who do not believe in
precognition (as it would require fundamental modifications to theories of physics, chemistry, and
biology) because their disbelief required that there be some unknown flaw with Bem’s investigations,
and such a flaw might also be present in investigations of other (more believable) topics. For these
reasons some researchers have suggested that experimental psychology faces a crisis (e.g., Pashler &
Wagenmakers, 2012; Shea, 2011; Wagenmakers, Wetzels, Borsboom, & van der Maas, 2011; Yong,
2012a).
The field does face a crisis, there is such a flaw, and it does apply to other topics. The flaw
is related to misunderstandings about what is widely considered the gold standard for empirical
work: replication. Empirical replication is widely considered to be a cornerstone of science. Many
researchers responding to Bem’s findings and related controversies emphasize that experimental
replication will ultimately demonstrate the truth (e.g., Ritchie, Wiseman & French, 2012; Roediger,
2012; Galak, LeBoeuf, Nelson & Simmons, 2012). There is much value to repeating experiments,
but there are fundamental misunderstandings about the properties of replication. For example,
it is possible to have too much successful replication. Since experiments in psychology depend
on random sampling, they should sometimes fail to reject a false null hypothesis; thus too many
successful replications can be “too good to be true.” Francis (2012a) showed that such was the
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case for Bem’s precognition studies.

As described in detail below, the absence of null findings can indicate the presence of publication
bias, where authors (perhaps encouraged by editors or reviewers) suppressed null findings. Another
explanation for too much replication success is that authors used questionable research practices or
analysis methods (Simmons, Nelson & Simonsohn, 2011; John, Lowenstein & Prelec, 2012) in a way
that increased the rejection rate of their experiments. The analysis is based on a test for an excess
of significant findings proposed by Ioannidis and Trikalinos (2007), which detects the presence of
some of these problems. Schimmack (2012) used similar calculations to compute an “incredibility”
index. Francis (2012a–g, 2013) used the test to detect publication bias in several studies. As shown
below, these analytical methods are best described as an investigation of statistical consistency for
reported experimental results.

2

Statistical consistency as a test for publication bias

Ioannidis and Trikalinos (2007) proposed using reported e↵ect sizes to estimate the power of each
experiment and then using those power measures to predict how often one would expect to reject
the null hypothesis. If the number of observed rejections is substantially larger than what was
expected, then the test indicates evidence for an excess of significant findings. In essence, the test
checks on the internal consistency of the number of reported significant findings, the reported e↵ect
size, and the power of the tests to detect that e↵ect size.
A di↵erence between the expected and observed number of experiments that reject the null
hypothesis can be analyzed with a

2
2

test:
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where O and E refer to the observed and expected number of studies that reject the null hypothesis,
and M is the total number of studies in the set of experiments. O is easily counted as the number
of reported experiments that reject the null hypothesis. For a set of M independent experiments
with Type II error values

i,

the expected number of times the set of experiments would reject the

null hypothesis is
E=

M
X

(1

i) ,

(2)

i=1

which simply adds up the power values across the experiments. As described below, the calculation
of the

i

and power values depends on the properties and interpretation of the experiments.
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To compute the probability of getting a particular pattern of rejections for a given set of experiments, create a binary vector, a = [a(1),. . . , a(M )], that indicates whether each of M experiments
rejects the null hypothesis (1) or not (0). The probability of a particular pattern of rejections and
non-rejections can be computed from the power and Type II error values:
Prob(a) =

M
Y

(1

a(i)
i)

(1 a(i))
i

(3)

i=1

The equation is simply the product of the power and Type II error values for the experiments that
reject the null hypothesis or fail to reject the null hypothesis, respectively. If every experiment
rejects the null hypothesis, the term will simply be the product of all the power values.
For small experiment sets, the
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test can be replaced by Fisher’s exact test to compute the

probability of the observed number of rejections, O, or more rejections. If the vectors that describe
di↵erent combinations of experiments are designated by a subscript, j, then the probability of a
set of experiments having O or more rejections out of a set of M experiments is:
Pc = Prob(

O experiments reject) =

Ck
M M
X
X

Prob(aj ),

(4)

k=O j=1

where M Ck indicates M choose k, the number of di↵erent combinations of k rejections from a set of
M experiments, and j indexes those di↵erent combinations. If all of the experiments in a reported
set reject the null hypothesis, then there is only one term under the summations, and equation (4)
becomes the product of the power values. If the Pc value is small, then the analysis concludes that
the set of experiments appears to be inconsistent. It is somewhat arbitrary, but tests of publication
bias frequently use a criterion of 0.1 (Begg & Mazumdar, 1994; Ioannidis & Trikalinos, 2007; Sterne,
Gavaghan & Egger, 2000).
In essence, the test investigates whether the observed rate of rejecting the null hypothesis is
consistent with the rate that should be produced for the measured e↵ect size and the experiment
sample sizes. If these rates are quite di↵erent, then there appears to be something wrong with
the experiments or their reporting. As such, the test is not a direct investigation of publication
bias, but a check on the “consistency” of the reported results. As shown below, various forms of
publication bias sometimes inflate the occurrence of inconsistency.
A critical issue for a test of consistency is the calculation of the

i

(and power) terms in equation

(3). If the true e↵ect size is known, then power is easily computed using non-central t distributions
(Cohen, 1988; Champley, 2010). As an introduction to the basic ideas of the consistency test, it
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is useful to consider a two-sample t-test where the true standardized e↵ect size between the null
and alternative (normally distributed) populations is

= 0.5. If the test has equal sample sizes

of n1 = n2 = 32, then the true power of each experiment is approximately 0.5. Suppose there is
a set of M = 10 such tests. (All of the simulations in this article use two-sample t-tests, but the
logic applies for other analyses as well.) One would expect to observe around five rejections of
the null hypothesis from the set of ten tests, with variability in the number of rejections described
by a binomial distribution. If all experiments are run properly and reported fully, the consistency
test will reject the null hypothesis when eight or more experiments out of the ten reject the null
hypothesis. The binomial distribution indicates that such cases will happen with a probability of
0.0547. It is worth noting that even though the criterion for the consistency test is 0.1, the actually
observed Type I error rate is usually smaller because of the discrete nature of the observations.
When experiments vary in sample size it becomes difficult to characterize the rule for consistency in an analytic way, so the properties of the consistency test were explored with computer
simulations. Consider a two-sample t-test where the true standardized e↵ect size between the null
and alternative (normally distributed) populations with standard deviations of one is

= 0.5. In

each experiment the sample sizes were an equal (n1 = n2 ) whole number picked randomly from a
uniform distribution across the interval (22, 42). At the median sample size of 32, such experiments
would have a power value of approximately 0.5. When there are M = 10 experiments in a set,
one would expect to observe a bit fewer than five rejections of the null hypothesis (power is not
symmetric with variation in sample size), but the actual number will depend on the properties of
the sampled data. Figure 1A plots a frequency distribution of the observed number of rejections
of the null hypothesis. The distribution is similar to a binomial distribution, but deviates slightly
because the power of the experiments is not constant. For the properties of these experiments, it
would be very uncommon to observe (p = 0.046) eight or more rejections of the null hypothesis out
of a set of ten experiments.
The consistency test based on the true e↵ect size was applied to 1000 simulated experiment
sets. Since the number of experiments in a set was fairly small, the exact test in equation (4)
was used. An experiment set was judged to be “inconsistent” if Pc  0.1, while experiment sets
that had Pc > 0.1 were termed “consistent.” As shown in Figure 1A, these experiment sets are

generally inconsistent relative to the true e↵ect size when eight or more experiments reject the
null hypothesis. Because of variations in the sample sizes of experiments, sometimes experiment
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Figure 1: Explorations of the consistency test when all simulated experiments are run properly
and reported fully. Panel A shows a frequency distribution of the observed number of rejections,
which is similar to a binomial distribution. The classification of consistent and inconsistent sets
is relative to the true e↵ect size. In panel B each point corresponds to a set of ten experiments.
The light diamonds indicate experiment sets that were judged consistent. The circles indicate sets
that are judged inconsistent relative to the true e↵ect size. The X’s indicate sets that are judged
inconsistent relative to the pooled fixed e↵ect size. The latter cases are very rare. Panel C shows
the experiment-wise e↵ect sizes (circles) and pooled e↵ect size for the five experiment sets in B that
are judged to be inconsistent with the pooled e↵ect size. Panel D shows the experiment-wise e↵ect
sizes and pooled e↵ect size for five representative experiments that are judged to be consistent with
the pooled e↵ect size.
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sets with seven rejections were judged to be inconsistent, and one set with eight rejections was
consistent. Overall, only 55 experiment sets out of 1000 were judged to be inconsistent, which
highlights a common theme of this paper: the consistency test is very conservative.
Now suppose that reporting of the experiments was filtered by a file-drawer bias, so only those
experiments that rejected the null hypothesis were reported. Figure 2A plots the frequency distribution of the observed number of rejections. The distribution is nearly identical to that reported
in Figure 1A because the experiments are based on the same underlying population distribution.
However, the interpretation of a set of file-drawer filtered experiments is quite di↵erent. To apply
the consistency test, the observed number of rejections is interpreted as the entire set of reported experiments rather than the true set of ten experiments. Using equation (4), Pc is simply the product
of the reported experiments’ power values. For most experiments the true power is close to 0.5 and
(0.5)4 = 0.0625, which indicates inconsistency. So when the observed number of rejections is four
or more, the test usually concludes inconsistency. Because of variations in the experiment sample
sizes, some sets with just three observations are judged inconsistent and a few sets with four observations are judged consistent. Withholding information about the non-significant experimental
findings makes the reported experiment set unbelievable.
If a researcher knew the true e↵ect size, the test would very often indicate inconsistency for a
biased set of experiments. Of course, in most situations a researcher does not know the true e↵ect
size, so the e↵ect size and power must be estimated from the sampled data. There are at least
three ways this can be done, as described in the following sections.

3

Pooled fixed e↵ect size

If the experiments in a set all sample data from a population with a fixed e↵ect size, then one can
pool the e↵ect sizes across experiments in order to get an estimate of the population e↵ect size.
For each two-sample t-test, i, Cohen’s e↵ect size is
di =

X2

X1
s

=t

s

n1 + n2
n1 n2

(5)

where s is the pooled standard deviation, and each e↵ect size estimate has a variance of
vdi =

n1 + n2
d2
+
.
n1 n2
2(n1 + n2 )

(6)
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Figure 2: Simulated explorations of the consistency test when all experiments were filtered by a
file-drawer bias that suppressed null/negative findings. Panel A shows the frequency distribution of
the observed number of rejections from a set of ten experiments. The classification of inconsistent
and consistent is relative to the true e↵ect size. In panel B each point corresponds to a set of ten
experiments. The light diamonds indicate experiment sets that were judged consistent. The circles
indicate sets that are judged inconsistent relative to the true e↵ect size. The X’s indicate sets that
are judged inconsistent relative to the pooled e↵ect size. The latter cases are more common than
in Figure 1. Panel C shows the experiment-wise e↵ect sizes (circles) and pooled e↵ect size for five
experiments in B that are judged to be inconsistent by the pooled fixed e↵ect size test. Panel
D shows the experiment-wise e↵ect sizes and pooled e↵ect size for five representative experiments
that are judged to be consistent with the pooled fixed e↵ect size test.
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Cohen’s d slightly overestimates the population e↵ect size for small sample sizes, so Hedges (1981)
introduced a correction factor for a related e↵ect size, g:
gi = Jdi
where

(7)

3

J =1

4(n1 + n2

2)

1

(8)

.

For n1 = n2 = 32, J = 0.988. Each Hedge’s g e↵ect size estimate has a variance
vgi = J 2 vdi .

(9)

If the experiments in a set sample data from populations with a common e↵ect size, then the
best estimate of the true fixed e↵ect size can be found by pooling across the experiments. The best
way (in a least squares error sense) is to weight each e↵ect size by its inverse variance:
wi =
to produce a pooled estimate

1
vgi

(10)

PM

wi gi
i=1 wi

which has a variance of

ĝ = Pi=1
M
vĝ =

M
X
i=1

wi

! 1

(11)

.

(12)

These pooling techniques are standard practice in meta-analyses (e.g., Hedges & Olkin, 1985). The
pooled e↵ect size can then be used to estimate the power of each experiment.

3.1

Consistency test without bias

Figure 1B plots the observed number of rejections for each simulated experiment set against its
pooled e↵ect size. An important characteristic of the plot to appreciate is how variable the estimated e↵ect size can be due to random sampling. The true e↵ect size is always

= 0.5 for every

experiment, but the estimated pooled e↵ect size ranges from 0.2 to 0.8. With this variation, there
is a strong positive relationship between the observed number of rejections and the pooled e↵ect
size because experiments that reject the null hypothesis tend to have relatively large e↵ect sizes.
Since the e↵ect size and number of observed rejections are positively related, the test only concludes
inconsistency for the unusual situation where the pooled e↵ect size is small relative to the observed
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number of rejections. The X’s in Figure 1B indicate experiments that were judged to be inconsistent using the pooled e↵ect size, which varies across experiment sets. Only five experiment sets out
of 1000 were judged to be inconsistent when using the pooled e↵ect size to estimate experimental
power. These sets included three sets that were also judged inconsistent by the true e↵ect size
analysis.
The diamonds and circles in Figure 1B indicate experiment sets that are judged to be consistent
according to the pooled fixed e↵ect size test. The circles in Figure 1B indicate experiment sets that
are judged to be inconsistent using power defined by the true e↵ect size. A judgement of consistency
was reached for 995 of the 1000 experiment sets. Thus, a key property of the pooled fixed e↵ect
size consistency test is that for properly measured and reported experiment sets it only reports an
experiment set to be inconsistent for very unusual situations. False reporting of inconsistency for
valid experiment sets is very rare.
The conditions that suggest inconsistency can be seen in Figure 1C, which shows the distribution
of experiment-wise e↵ect sizes (circles) and the pooled e↵ect size (X) for each of the five sets in
Figure 1B that were judged to be inconsistent by the pooled fixed e↵ect size test. For comparison,
Figure 1D shows five other experiment sets that were judged to be consistent. The key di↵erence
between the consistent and inconsistent experiment sets is found in the distribution of e↵ect sizes.
Consistent experiment sets tend to have e↵ect sizes distributed equally on either side of the pooled
e↵ect size. In contrast the inconsistent experiment set on the far right of Figure 1C has one
extremely small experiment-wise e↵ect size. This experiment pulls down the magnitude of the
pooled e↵ect size, which produces smaller estimates of power, thereby making the high number of
observed rejections appear inconsistent. For the inconsistent experiment set on the far left side of
Figure 1C, three experiments have small e↵ect sizes and seven experiments have only moderately
large e↵ect sizes. When pooled together, the pooled e↵ect size is rather small compared to the
observed six rejections. The other experiment sets in Figure 1C have a similar explanation for the
judgment of inconsistency.
Another way to look at consistency is to compare the observed number of rejections against the
expected number of rejections (relative to the pooled e↵ect size). Figure 3A shows a scatterplot
for the same simulations as in Figure 1. The experiment sets judged to be inconsistent (X’s) are
those that have an expected number of rejections, relative to the pooled e↵ect size, much lower
than the observed number of rejections. The conservative nature of the consistency test means that
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Figure 3: A comparison of the expected number of rejections (the sum of the power values within an
experimental set) against the observed number of rejections indicates how inconsistent experiment
sets (X’s) are unusual when using the power computed from the pooled fixed e↵ect size. The circles
correspond to inconsistent sets when power is defined relative to the true e↵ect size. The cases
in A correspond to the unbiased simulations in Figure 1, while the cases in B correspond to the
simulations in Figure 2 where a file-drawer bias suppressed experiments that did not reject the null
hypothesis.
when experiments are reported fully and run properly, it is quite rare to reach a conclusion of an
experiment set appearing to be inconsistent.
To quantify this statement, Figure 4A plots the proportion of times that experiment sets were
judged to be inconsistent for several di↵erent e↵ect sizes and number of experiments in the set.
The sample size for each experiment was chosen as an integer value uniformly from the interval
(40, 60). For experiment sets with 15 or fewer experiments Fisher’s exact test was used to compute
Pc , and the

2

test was used for larger sets. For each set, inconsistency was concluded if Pc  0.1,

and each point in Figure 4 is based on 10,000 simulated experiment sets. Overall, a conclusion of
inconsistency is very rare for proper experiment sets.
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Figure 4: Each plot shows the proportion of simulated experiment sets where the pooled fixed
e↵ect size consistency test concludes that the set is inconsistent. Separate curves are for di↵erent
true e↵ect sizes. Panel A demonstrates that the test rarely concludes inconsistency when the
experiments are run properly and reported fully. The proportions are well below the criterion
value of 0.1. Panel B demonstrates that when a file-drawer bias is used to suppress null/negative
experimental findings the consistency test is more likely to report inconsistency for intermediate
e↵ect sizes and larger numbers of experiments in a set. Panel C re-plots the data from B relative
to the reported number of experiments in a set (not including the suppressed findings). The test
is more likely to report bias for reported experiment sets with small true e↵ect sizes.
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Consistency test with a file-drawer bias

Now consider similar types of simulated experiments as above, but suppose that a file-drawer bias
was introduced, so that only those experiments that rejected the null hypothesis were reported and
thereby available for analysis. Using the same simulation properties as in Figure 1, Figure 2B plots
the number of observed rejections against the pooled e↵ect size for 996 simulated experiment sets.
(The simulation ran 1000 simulated experiment sets, but for four sets fewer than two experiments
rejected the null hypothesis, so there was nothing to analyze.) Since every reported experiment
rejected the null hypothesis, the consistency test reduces to taking the product of the power values.
Relative to the true e↵ect size many (84%) of the experiment sets were judged as inconsistent (circles
in Figure 2B). Only those experiment sets that had an uncommonly low number of rejections avoided
this classification, because with so few reported experiments the product of the power values (each
close to one half) cannot go below the criterion of 0.1.
Note that the true e↵ect size for each simulated experiment was 0.5, but the file-drawer bias
leads to a dramatic overestimation of the pooled e↵ect size because only experiments that reject
the null hypothesis are part of the e↵ect size pooling (Lane & Dunlap, 1978). Accordingly, the
power estimates based on the pooled e↵ect sizes are also overestimated, so many of the experiment
sets with very large pooled e↵ect sizes are not judged to be inconsistent by the pooled e↵ect size
test. However, the file-drawer bias does often produce a distribution of e↵ect sizes that indicate
inconsistency. The X’s in Figure 2B indicate the 85 experiment sets that are judged to be inconsistent with their pooled e↵ect size. Although still low in number, this is a much higher proportion
than in Figure 1 (.085 for the biased sets versus .005 for the unbiased sets).
Figure 2C plots the e↵ect sizes for five representative experiment sets that were judged to be
inconsistent by the pooled e↵ect size consistency test. The most striking feature is how tightly the
experiment-wise e↵ect sizes (circles) are clustered around the pooled e↵ect size (X’s). The tight
clustering is a side e↵ect of three trends in the samples. First, in order to be reported (not put in
the file-drawer), an experiment’s e↵ect size must be fairly big. Second, e↵ect sizes are increasingly
rare for values further from the true e↵ect size of 0.5. Third, if most of the e↵ect sizes were
uncommonly big, the experiments would have big enough estimated power values that the test
would not conclude inconsistency. The net result is that experiment sets judged to be inconsistent
have tightly clustered e↵ect sizes that are not too big relative to what is needed to reject the null
hypothesis.
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Figure 2D plots the e↵ect sizes for five representative experiment sets that are judged to be
consistent according to the pooled e↵ect size test. These sets tend to have larger pooled e↵ect sizes
than the corresponding cases in Figure 2C and the experiment-wise e↵ect sizes tend to be more
evenly distributed around the pooled e↵ect size value. It is worth noting that the three experiment
sets on the right side of Figure 2D are judged to be inconsistent according to the true e↵ect size
consistency test because the number of the observed rejections is large relative to the true e↵ect
size.
Figure 3B shows a scatterplot of the observed and expected number of rejections for the same
simulations as in Figure 2. The experiment sets judged to be inconsistent (X’s) are those that have
an expected number of rejections much lower than the observed number of rejections. Although
the consistency test is very conservative, the file-drawer bias creates some experiment sets that can
lead to a conclusion of inconsistency.
Using the same simulation parameters as for Figure 4A, Figure 4B plots the proportion of filedrawer-filtered experiment sets that were judged to be inconsistent as a function of the experiment
set size and true e↵ect size. Experiment sets based on larger true e↵ect sizes were less likely to
be judged as inconsistent, because (for the sample sizes used here) these experiments have power
values close to one. In such cases, the file-drawer was hardly ever applied, so the experiments
tend to appear consistent. Likewise, experiment sets with a small true e↵ect size are unlikely to be
inconsistent because too few experiments in the set ever reject the null hypothesis. For intermediate
e↵ect sizes, larger experiment sets were more likely to be judged inconsistent because one would
expect some experiments to not reject the null hypothesis.
Figure 4B actually presents a somewhat misleading appearance of the consistency test’s performance because it presents the real experiment set size rather than the set size for the reported
experiments. Because of the file-drawer bias, a set of twenty experiments may actually only report,
say, seven experiments. Figure 4C plots the proportion of sets judged inconsistent as a function of
the reported experiment set size, which is what findings would look like after a file drawer bias. The
curves on the far right side are jagged because relatively few cases contribute to each proportion
estimate. If a researcher investigates a set of ten reported experiments that were produced with a
file-drawer bias and sample sizes around n1 = n2 = 50, then there is a good chance of concluding
inconsistency, as long as the true e↵ect size is 0.5 or less.
Figure 4C also demonstrates that for a reported small experiment set, inconsistency is detected
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more often when the true e↵ect size is small. This is because with a small true e↵ect size, it is
ever more rare for an experiment to have a large enough e↵ect size to reject the null hypothesis.
Thus, those experiments that do reject the null hypothesis tend to just barely do so. For such
experiments, the resulting power values tend to be close to one half, so even four such experiments
will lead to a conclusion of inconsistency.
Overall, the pooled e↵ect size version of the consistency test is extremely conservative. It rarely
concludes inconsistency when a set of experiments are run properly and fully reported. A negative
side e↵ect of such conservatism is that it also misses many situations with a strong file-drawer bias.

4

Post hoc power

If one can argue on methodological grounds that experiments in a set draw samples from a population with a fixed e↵ect size, then the pooled e↵ect size test described above is the best approach
to test for consistency because it gives the most accurate estimate of power. However, if the
experiments use quite di↵erent methods and have notably di↵erent e↵ect sizes, then it may be
inappropriate to pool the e↵ect sizes. Indeed, if the experiments really draw samples from populations with di↵erent e↵ect sizes but they are pooled together as above, the test could conclude
inconsistency for situations where the experiments are run properly and reported fully (Ioannidis
& Trikalinos, 2007; Johnson & Yun, 2007). In such a case, one can instead estimate the power of
each experiment individually, using that experiment’s reported e↵ect size.
Using this approach, Figure 5A plots the proportion of times that simulated experiment sets
were judged to be inconsistent for several di↵erent mean e↵ect sizes, g, as a function of the number of
experiments in the set. For any given experiment, the population e↵ect size was selected randomly
from a uniform distribution of (g

0.25, g + 0.25). Power for each experiment was computed using

the estimated e↵ect size from the experiment’s data. Such a calculation is commonly called post
hoc power or observed power. The sample sizes (n1 = n2 ) were chosen randomly from a uniform
distribution over (22, 42). Except for the power calculations, the simulated experiments and the
consistency test were applied as above.
Unlike Figure 4A, where power was calculated relative to a pooled e↵ect size, Figure 5A indicates
that the consistency test can give a high number of false alarms when it is based on post hoc power,
at least for large e↵ect sizes and large experiment set sizes. This outcome is the result of systematic
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Figure 5: Each plot shows the proportion of simulated experiment sets where the post hoc power
consistency test concluded that the set appear to be inconsistent. Separate curves are for di↵erent
mean true e↵ect sizes. Panel A demonstrates that when the experiments were run properly and
reported fully, the test concluded inconsistency above the 0.1 criterion rate for large experiment sets
and large true e↵ect sizes. Panel B demonstrates that when a file-drawer bias was used to suppress
null/negative experimental findings the consistency test was more likely to report inconsistency.
Panel C demonstrates that the consistency test often concluded an experiment set was inconsistent
if the experiments were run improperly with an optional stopping sampling method.
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biases that occur when estimating the power of an experiment with the reported e↵ect size. Yuan
and Maxwell (2005) showed that such estimates are expected to be compressed around 0.5, relative
to the true power value. That is, if true power is bigger than 0.5, then the post hoc estimated
power is expected to underestimate the true power. On the other hand, if the true power is less
than 0.5, then the post hoc estimated power is expected to overestimate the true power. When
true power equals 0.5, the post hoc power follows a uniform distribution between zero and one. For
the simulations in Figure 5A, the median sample size of each experiment gives a true power of 0.5
when the e↵ect size is 0.5. Thus, for the experiment sets with e↵ect sizes less than 0.5, the power
estimates tend to be bigger than reality, so it is very rare to conclude inconsistency for such cases.
In contrast, for e↵ect sizes of 0.7 or bigger, the estimated power for each experiment is expected
to be smaller than the true power. As the number of experiments in a set increases and as the
e↵ect size increases, this bias tends to lead to a more severe underestimation of the probability of
rejecting the null hypothesis and thereby the test is more likely to report inconsistency between
the expected and observed frequency of rejecting the null hypothesis. It is worth emphasizing that
the key feature is about the true power of the experiments not a particular e↵ect size. The true
power depends on both the true e↵ect size and the sample sizes. Of course, researchers almost
never know the true e↵ect size, so it is generally not possible to know whether post hoc power is
underestimating or overestimating true power.
When applying the consistency test with post hoc power, simulation studies should be used to
estimate the risk of drawing a conclusion of inconsistency even when experiments are run properly
and reported fully. For the experiments used to create Figure 5A, the consistency test was conservative for experiment sets of size twenty or smaller, but the test had an unacceptable number
of false alarms for larger experiment sets with larger e↵ect sizes. To mitigate these properties of
the test, bootstrapping methods could produce a distribution of Pc values for the reported sample
sizes and e↵ect sizes and then see where the Pc value computed from the reported experiments
falls within that distribution. In this way the risk of falsely concluding inconsistency due to the
underestimation of power can be controlled. It is worth noting that such an approach will also
sometimes make it easier to conclude inconsistency for small experiment sizes. For the sets with
five experiments, inconsistency was only concluded with a proportion of 0.0012 when the true e↵ect
size was 0.7, and this proportion was smaller for all other e↵ect sizes. Thus, one could increase the
0.1 criterion but still maintain a reasonable Type I error rate for concluding inconsistency when
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experiments are run properly and reported fully.

4.1

Consistency test with biased experiment sets

Figure 5B shows the behavior of the post hoc power consistency test when an experiment set
was subjected to an extreme file-drawer bias, where only those experiments that reject the null
hypothesis were reported. The results are similar to those in Figure 4B, except that the post hoc
power analysis frequently indicates inconsistency for experiment sets with large e↵ect sizes. Again,
this is due to the underestimation of true power for experiments with large true power values.
Just as for Figure 4B, it is important to remember that what is described in Figure 5B is the true
number of experiments, not the reported number of experiments.
Figure 5C describes the behavior of the consistency test for another type of bias: optional
stopping. The normal interpretation of the p value in a hypothesis test (as the probability of an
observed, or more extreme, outcome if the null hypothesis is true), is only valid for a fixed sample
size (which is used to define the sampling distribution). If the sample size is not fixed, then the
traditional sampling distribution is inappropriate and the analysis is invalid (Wagenmakers, 2007;
Kruschke, 2010a). Unfortunately, some researchers seem to engage in sampling practices that lead
to invalid hypothesis tests (John et al., 2012). In an optional stopping approach, a researcher may
gather an initial set of data and check the statistical analysis. If the null hypothesis is rejected, the
experiment is stopped and reported, but if the null hypothesis is not rejected additional data points
are collected and combined with the old data. The statistical analysis is repeated and the same
criterion used until either the null hypothesis is rejected or the researcher stops the experiment.
Such optional stopping dramatically inflates the rate of rejecting the null hypothesis. In particular,
it increases the Type I error rate, and if a researcher is willing to add enough samples, the probability
of rejecting the null hypothesis approaches one (Anscombe, 1954).
Optional stopping creates inconsistent data sets in two ways. First, for experiments that reject
the null hypothesis, the post hoc power of an experiment based on optional stopping is often just
a bit more than one half because the experiment stops once the null hypothesis has been rejected.
This outcome is true regardless of the details of the optional stopping method. The only exceptions
are when the starting sample size and true e↵ect size are so large that there is overwhelming evidence
against the null hypothesis without ever adding additional data points. Second, for experiments
that reject the null hypothesis, an experiment will sometimes stop with an estimated e↵ect size
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smaller than the true e↵ect size because even the small e↵ect allows for rejecting the null hypothesis.
Thus, experiments based on optional stopping can simultaneously underestimate the magnitude of
true e↵ects and exaggerate the rejection rate of experiments (Ioannidis, 2008; Francis, 2012g).
Simulated experiments were created with optional stopping. Each experiment started with a
random sample of n1 = n2 = 15 and added one additional data point until rejecting the null
hypothesis or reaching a maximum sample size of 32. As Figure 5C shows, the consistency test
was quite sensitive to some experiment sets created by optional stopping (there is no file-drawer
for these experiment sets). Even for a set of just five experiments, the proportion of sets judged
inconsistent nears 40% for all but the smallest e↵ect sizes. This is because the experiments that
reject the null hypothesis tend to just barely do so. Each experiment stopped gathering data before
sufficiently strong evidence for the alternative hypothesis was gathered. In contrast, if fixed sample
sizes were used for powerful experiments, one would expect to often find much stronger evidence
against the null hypothesis (Cumming, 2008).

5

Using a random e↵ects model

It is common in meta-analyses to suppose that experiments in a set draw their samples from slightly
di↵erent populations that are related by a distribution of e↵ect sizes. A common approach is to
treat the distribution as a normal distribution with an estimated mean and variance (Borenstein,
Hedges, Higgins & Rothstein, 2009). To develop a random e↵ects model, first use the gi and wi
terms from equations (7) and (10) to compute
Q=

M
X

⇣P

⌘2
M
i=1 wi gi
PM
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wi gi2

i=1
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(14)

to produce an estimate of the variance between experiment e↵ect sizes
T = max
2



Q

(M
C

1)

,0 .

(15)

Define new weights for the e↵ect size pooling by using both the variance for an experiment and the
between experiment variance
wi⇤ =

1
.
vgi + T 2

(16)
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The estimated mean of the e↵ect size distribution is then
PM

wi⇤ gi
.
⇤
i=1 wi

ĝ ⇤ = Pi=1
M

(17)

The power of experiments under a random e↵ects model should consider the variability that
would be introduced by variations in the sampled e↵ect sizes. This can be done by computing
expected power (Gillett, 1994), which takes into account the uncertainty in the e↵ect size that will
vary across experiments. The expected power for experiment i would be computed as1
E [Poweri ] =

Z 1

1

[1

(g, ni1 , ni2 )] N (g; ĝ ⇤ , T )dg,

(18)

which includes the sample sizes ni1 and ni2 that were used in the original experiment. N (g; ĝ ⇤ , T ) is

the probability density function for an e↵ect size, g. This normal distribution has a mean ĝ ⇤ and a
standard deviation T that is estimated from the experiments. One could also consider a distribution
of sample sizes, but this supposes knowledge about the intentions of the experimenter. One could
also incorporate the uncertainty about ĝ ⇤ and T with their probability density distributions, but
there may be diminishing returns relative to the complexity of the computations.
Similar to post hoc power, expected power tends to underestimate true power when the true
power is bigger than one half and overestimates true power when the true power is smaller than
one half (Yuan & Maxwell, 2005). More uncertainty about the e↵ect size tends to enhance these
mis-estimations. Nevertheless, given the information available, expected power is the best estimate
of an experiment’s power in a random e↵ects model. Expected power could also be used for the
fixed e↵ect case above, but it tends to not make much di↵erence because the pooled e↵ect size
typically has a small variance. Using expected power for the post hoc calculations would make the
test less likely to conclude inconsistency for low power experiment sets and more likely for high
power experiment sets.
Figure 6A plots the proportion of times that experiment sets were judged to be inconsistent for
several di↵erent mean e↵ect sizes, g, as a function of the number of experiments in the set. For
any given experiment, the population e↵ect size was selected randomly from a normal distribution
of N (g, 0.5). The sample sizes were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution over (22, 42).
Other aspects of the simulations were as described above. For the experiments in Figure 6A, no
1

Due to a quirk of numerical integration in the R programming language (R Development Core Team, 2011),

having T 2 < 0.0001 produced an expected power of zero. To avoid this problem, when T 2 < 0.0001, power was
computed with the point estimate of ĝ ⇤ . For the cases reported here, these two calculations are almost identical.
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bias was introduced, and the consistency test is extremely conservative when based on power from
a random e↵ects model. The proportion of experiment sets indicating inconsistency in Figure 6A
was never higher than 0.0018.
Figure 6B shows the results of similar simulated experiment sets that were subjected to a filedrawer bias, so that only the subset of experiments that rejected the null hypothesis were reported
and used to parameterize the random e↵ects model. Compared to the findings for a fixed e↵ect
model (Figure 4B) or post hoc power (Figure 5B), the random e↵ects model is very conservative
about concluding inconsistency. Such conclusions are only reached with much frequency if the true
experiment set size is above 40. Of course, a scientist seeing the biased experiment sets would
not know about the unreported experiments. Figure 6C shows the proportion of experiments sets
judged to be inconsistent as a function of the reported experiment set size for the di↵erent true
e↵ect sizes. Inconsistency is not regularly concluded until the reported experiment set size is greater
than ten. As for Figure 5C, the variability for large reported experiment set sizes is due to a small
number of cases.
Overall, the consistency test appears to be extremely conservative when power is computed with
a random e↵ects model. This is largely because the existence of bias misrepresents the parameters
of the random e↵ects model, which allows for greater variability in e↵ect sizes than a fixed-e↵ects
model. Thus, even unusual experiment sets, relative to the true e↵ect sizes, can be consistent
with a random e↵ects model. In addition, the random e↵ects model tends to dilute the impact of
unusual experimental results. A large study with an unusual e↵ect size does not change the e↵ect
size distribution as much for a random e↵ects model as it would for a fixed e↵ect model. For a
fixed e↵ect model, the conclusion of inconsistency sometimes depends on the unusual juxtaposition
of quite di↵erent e↵ect sizes with varying sample sizes. Such di↵erences should properly be considered inconsistent if they are derived from a fixed e↵ect size, but they are more believable if the
experimental results come from a random e↵ects model.
On the other hand, a random e↵ects model computes power with expected power, which tends
to underestimate true power because it considers e↵ect sizes both smaller and larger than the pooled
e↵ect size. If the true power is greater than 0.5, expected power will underestimate the power value
that would be produced by a fixed e↵ect of the mean value. Likewise, if the true power is less than
0.5, expected power will overestimate the power estimate from a fixed e↵ect size of the mean value
(Yuan & Maxwell, 2005). At least for the simulations reported here, the underestimation of power
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Figure 6: Each plot shows the proportion of simulated experiment sets where the random e↵ect
size consistency test concluded that the set appears to be inconsistent. Separate curves are for
di↵erent mean true e↵ect sizes. Panel A demonstrates that when the experiments are run properly
and reported fully, the test rarely concludes inconsistency. Panel B demonstrates that when a
file-drawer bias was used to suppress null/negative experimental findings the consistency test was
more likely to report inconsistency for bigger e↵ect sizes and larger experiment set sizes. Panel C
re-plots the data from B relative to the reported number of experiments in a set (not including the
suppressed null findings). The test is more likely to report bias for small e↵ect sizes.
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does not frequently lead to a false conclusion of inconsistency, although it might in other situations.

6

Putting the consistency test to practice

As one example of applying the consistency test, consider a report by Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012), which concluded that individuals instigating or observing clockwise movements are
more accepting of novelty. They argued that the conceptual representation of time moving in a
clockwise direction produced a psychological state consistent with temporal progression and thus
novelty. For example, in their fourth experiment, participants were asked to choose jellybeans from
a rotating tray that was rigged to only spin either clockwise or counterclockwise. Compared to
participants with a counterclockwise rotating tray, participants in the clockwise condition selected
more unconventional flavors of jellybeans. The di↵erence was statistically significant, and three
other experiments reached a similar conclusion by having participants observe a rotating shape, or
physically rotate a tube or crank. In every case, with di↵erent tasks and measures, participants
in the clockwise condition behaved in a way that indicated a preference for novelty. The findings
across experiments led the authors to conclude that the experimental results provided strong evidence that abstract sensorimotor symbols activated temporal representations and thereby a novelty
preference. Figure 7 plots the estimated e↵ect size for each experiment and its 95% confidence interval (Kelley, 2007). Study 1a measures a control condition, but the other experiments measure
similar variables. It is clear that the observed di↵erences in e↵ect sizes for studies 1b–4 are small
compared to the range of the confidence intervals. One could pool the e↵ect sizes from studies
1b–4, but given the methodological di↵erences across the experiments, a post hoc power analysis
seems more appropriate. In practice, when the sample sizes and e↵ect sizes are similar, it hardly
matters which approach is used.
Study 1 concluded evidence for the theory by contrasting the statistical outcome from two independent groups who rotated a crank. A control (rotate counterclockwise) group showed a strong
mere exposure e↵ect to a set of stimuli (n=25, t=3.64, g=0.705, p=0.001, power=0.922), while
an experimental (rotate clockwise) group showed a modest preference for novelty (n=25, t=2.30,
g=0.445, p=.030, power=0.571). The estimated probability of both groups showing the observed
pattern in experiments like these is the product of the powers, which is 0.526. The evidence from
Study 2 was based on a statistical test of reported openness to experience for participants who
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Figure 7: The points indicate the estimated e↵ect size for each key experimental result in Topolinski
and Sparenberg (2012). The bars indicate the 95% confidence interval for each e↵ect size. Given
the variability that should exist in the experiments, it is surprising that none of the confidence
intervals contain zero.
rotated a tube clockwise or counterclockwise (n=30 in each condition). The statistical analysis
indicated a significant di↵erence (t=2.21, g=0.563, p=0.031), but the power is only 0.573. Study
3 used an openness to experience scale to measure the influence of observing clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of a square shape. A statistically significant result was reported (n1 =41,
n2 =40, t=2.04, g=0.449, p=0.044), but the power is only 0.514. There were additional measures
and analyses in this study, but since each finding was interpreted to be consistent (or at least not
inconsistent) with the theory, these additional tests can only decrease the power of the overall findings (the rules of probability dictate that multiple outcomes in a set cannot be more probable than
a single outcome from that set). Study 4 used 25 subjects in each of two conditions to produce a
statistically significant result (t=2.04, g=0.568, p=0.047, power=0.503).
The key finding in each study has a power just slightly bigger than one half. For any single
experiment, this would not be a cause for concern, because the authors might have been on the
lucky side of an experimental “coin flip.” What is more troublesome is that all four experiments
reported the desired result. With four significant results, the pattern of experimental findings
shifts from being lucky to unbelievable. Since the studies are independent, the probability that
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four studies like those reported by Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012) would all produce outcomes
that supported the theory is the product of the power values: 0.573 ⇥ 0.526 ⇥ 0.514 ⇥ 0.503 =
0.078. If the studies were run properly and reported fully and if the theory had e↵ects equivalent

to what was reported by the experiments, then this is the probability that all four studies would
produce the reported pattern of results. The probability of the experiment set is low enough to
conclude that the reported results appear inconsistent, which suggests that either the experiments
were not fully reported or were not run properly.
What are the odds that the test would incorrectly conclude inconsistency if experiments like
these were truly run properly and reported fully? The far left side of the curves in Figure 5A
suggests that such probabilities are very low, but the experiments in Topolinski and Sparenberg
(2012) were with di↵erent samples sizes and estimated e↵ect sizes. New simulations can make
an estimate for the types of experiments reported by Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012). Ten
thousand simulated experiment sets with the g values and samples sizes reported by Topolinski
and Sparenberg (2012) were tested for inconsistency using the post hoc power version of the test.
Each simulated experiment followed the requirements for hypothesis testing (samples drawn from
a normal distribution, homogeneity of variance) and every experimental outcome was reported,
regardless of the hypothesis test conclusion. Under such a situation, the expected number of
significant findings is the sum of the power values, which is 2.975. Indeed, the mean number of
rejections across the five simulated experiments was 3.081. Only 17 out of 10,000 such simulated
experiment sets concluded inconsistency. The proportion of simulated experiment sets with a
consistency probability value Pc smaller than what was observed for the Topolinski and Sparenberg
(2012) set was 0.0012. The 10th percentile for the Pc values was 0.342, so the 0.1 criterion was
extremely conservative for these kinds of experiments.
The consistency test cannot discriminate between di↵erent kinds of bias that might lead to
the conclusion of inconsistency. It could be that Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012) suppressed
experiments or measures of variables that did not show results consistent with their theory (Phillips,
2004). They may have used inappropriate research practices (Simmons et al., 2011; John et al.,
2012) that inflated the rate of rejecting the null hypothesis. An optional stopping approach would
explain how Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012) almost always used sample sizes that just barely
rejected the null hypothesis. Regardless of how the results were generated, scientists should be
skeptical of their validity because, without some kind of inappropriate bias, they appear to be
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inconsistent.
Not believing the reported results does not require an accusation of intentional misconduct
by Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012). Very likely bias crept into their experiment set without
their awareness. They may have made choices in data collection, analysis, and interpretation that
lead to the biased results but did not realize that their choices made their findings inconsistent.
Moreover, they may have been pressured by reviewers to engage in these practices to make the
story “cleaner” or “stronger.” A common request from reviewers is to run more subjects to push
an almost significant finding past the threshold to reject the null hypothesis. Such actions sound
like good scientific practice to reach a definitive conclusion, but they actually violate the tenets of
hypothesis testing (Kruschke, 2010a). Not believing the reported results also does not necessarily
require disbelief in the proposed theory. The logical interpretation of a biased set of findings is that
they do not provide proper evidence one way or another. Of course, the burden of proof is for the
proponents of the theory, and only new unbiased experiments can provide such evidence.

7

How can experimenters ensure they produce consistent sets of
experiments?

Although there have been several high profile reports of fraud in psychology (Enserink, 2011; Yong,
2012b), such cases are probably rare. However, it appears to be very common for researchers to
engage in what are called “questionable research practices” (John et al., 2012) such as optional stopping, multiple testing, subject dropping, and hypothesizing after the results are known (HARKing;
Kerr, 1998). These types of activities can lead to inconsistent data sets because these practices
tend to stop as soon as a statistically significant result is found. The term “questionable” is really
a misnomer, because these activities actually render scientific investigations “invalid.” The term
questionable only reflects the (mis)understanding researchers have about the impact of these methods on the validity of experimental results. Many researchers are unaware that such methods can
have an enormous impact on the integrity of their research findings (e.g., Simmons et al., 2011).
In a sense, it is easy to produce a consistent set of experiments: run the experiments properly
and report them fully. If researchers stick to the principles of hypothesis testing (e.g., fixed sample
size) and analyze the data appropriately (e.g., with the tests planned out in advance), then a full
report of the findings will almost always be consistent and valid. In practice, it is often difficult
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to follow this prescription. In many cases data collection is not based on a fixed sample size but
on the availability of participants over a certain time frame (Kruschke, 2010a). After data has
been gathered it is very tempting to explore patterns in the data regardless of the original plans,
and it seems almost unethical to waste carefully gathered data by not squeezing out all possible
information. An article where only a small subset of the experiments finds a significant result is
likely unpublishable in academic journals. Even for a small number of null findings, reviewers often
insist on an explanation for the apparent discrepancies, which tends to promote HARKing.
One way to produce consistent data sets that all reject the null hypothesis is to only publish
powerful experiments. A set of experiments that always reject the null hypothesis will be consistent
if all of the experiments have large power values. In practice, designing such experiments is difficult
because researchers often do not have an expected e↵ect size that guides the power analysis before
running the experiment. This difficulty highlights an important aspect of experimental data and
hypothesis testing. If a researcher does not have an e↵ect size in mind at the start of an experiment,
then there is often no reason to run a hypothesis test. Instead, the researcher should be gathering
data to estimate the size of the e↵ect (either as a standardized e↵ect size or in substantive units).
If the size of the e↵ect is truly unknown (or not predicted by a theory), then an experiment cannot
provide an adequate test of the null hypothesis because the power is also unknown. A researcher
cannot predict the outcome of an experiment without a calculation of power; and power cannot
be calculated without an e↵ect size. It might be tempting to suggest that a researcher could
just insure a powerful experiment by running many subjects, but this presupposes a minimum
e↵ect size that could plausibly be produced by the experiment. If the researcher has an idea
about plausible or minimum e↵ect sizes, then he or she should use expected power to design the
experiment appropriately so that it has large power. Without an estimated e↵ect size, a researcher
is engaged in exploratory work, which is a perfectly reasonable scientific activity, but it does not
typically require a hypothesis test.
For both confirmatory and exploratory research, a hypothesis test is appropriate if the outcome
drives a specific course of action. Hypothesis tests provide a way to make a decision based on data,
and such decisions are useful for choosing an action. If a doctor has to determine whether to treat
a patient with drugs or surgery, a hypothesis test might provide useful information to guide the
action. Likewise, if an interface designer has to decide whether to replace a blue notification light
with a green notification light in a cockpit, a hypothesis test can provide guidance on whether an
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observed di↵erence in reaction time is di↵erent from chance and thereby influence the designer’s
choice. In contrast, many studies in psychology provide valuable information but do not lead to
any particular action, so it is better to simply describe the data. A common exception might be
for pilot studies, where a researcher may decide to run additional experiments only if there appears
to be a significant e↵ect. Note, even when the proposed action is to run additional experiments,
the researcher should use the measured e↵ect size to design the new experiments. Thus, many
empirical investigations should focus on describing e↵ect sizes to a desired precision (e.g., Meehl,
1978; Kline, 2004; Thompson, 2006; Cumming, 2012).
An advantage of focusing on measurement precision is that it highlights how much uncertainty
exists in empirical findings. Figure 7 shows the 95% confidence intervals around the standardized
e↵ect sizes for the experiments in Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012). What should stand out is
the range of the confidence intervals. The most precise confidence interval (Study 1b) has a range
of 0.82, while the least precise (Study 4) has a range of 1.13. Even if we supposed that these
experiments were run properly, there is a lot of uncertainty about the conclusions. For each study,
the true e↵ect size could plausibly be anywhere within the range of its confidence interval, so
each experiment suggests that the true e↵ect size could be just barely bigger than zero (so we
probably do not care much about the e↵ect) or somewhat bigger than 0.8, which indicates it is a
very large e↵ect. Even taking the experiments at face value, we know very little about the size of
the reported e↵ects, except that they are probably bigger than zero. (As described in Kruschke
(2010b), Bayesian methods provide a more coherent characterization of the probability distribution
of e↵ect sizes.) Knowing an e↵ect size is bigger than zero is a valuable scientific contribution, but
researchers should not build an elaborate theory of human psychology or suggest ways to put the
findings to practice when there is so much uncertainty. There is no formal standard about how
much precision is necessary for such a measurement because it depends on how the conclusion will
be used. If the decided action is to further pursue an area of research, then maybe a confidence
interval range of 1.13 is acceptable. On the other hand, if the decided action is to spend millions
of dollars to insure revolving doors rotate clockwise and thereby prime employees to be more open
to novel ideas, then maybe one would want a more precise estimate of the e↵ect size magnitude.
A focus on e↵ect size estimation also avoids concerns people might have about requiring powerful
experiments. In many cases it is not practical to run a powerful experiment because specialized
subjects are in short supply. In such cases, it may be very difficult to properly reject the null
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hypothesis, even for relatively large e↵ects. If the data is truly valuable (because the subjects
are rare), then such data should be publishable regardless of whether the experiment rejects the
null hypothesis. Even if the confidence interval around the e↵ect size is enormous, the data are
worth sharing with the understanding that strong conclusions will not be made until additional
data provide improved measurement precision with a meta-analysis.

8

Criticisms of the consistency test

After Francis (2012a–g) used the consistency test to investigate publication bias in experiment
sets, criticisms about the analysis were raised publicly (Balcetis & Dunning, 2012; Pi↵, Stancato,
Côté, Mendoza-Denton & Keltner, 2012b; Galak & Meyvis, 2012; Simonsohn, 2012) and privately.
The criticisms include some valid concerns, some interesting observations about replication and
publication bias, and some gross misunderstandings of statistical analyses. Since di↵erent terms
were sometimes used in previous discussions, the comments below will sometimes refer to the
consistency test and sometimes to the bias test, but the comments apply to both. The headers are
the claims made by critics.

8.1

Inappropriate model selection can lead to incorrect conclusions

Ioannidis and Trikalinos (2007) and Johnson and Yuan (2007) noted that if the experimental e↵ect
sizes are truly heterogeneous, then using the pooled fixed e↵ect size to compute experimental
power can sometimes lead to a report of inconsistency even for a truly consistent set of findings
(e.g., experiments are run properly and reported fully). This is a valid concern about application of
the test to a particular situation, and it reflects general difficulties with meta-analysis techniques.
It is often difficult to know whether the appropriate model of an e↵ect size distribution is a fixed
e↵ect model, a random e↵ects model, or something else. Choosing amongst these models requires
expert knowledge about the e↵ect being studied, and it is often based on a theoretical perspective.
In practice, it is usually easy to avoid this concern by following the interpretation of subject
matter experts. If the authors of a multi-experiment article describe the experiment set as a fixed
e↵ect or a random e↵ects model (admittedly, this terminology is rare), then this is a good starting
point for the analysis. If the experiments use essentially identical methods and populations (e.g.,
Galak & Meyvis, 2011; Francis, 2012g), then a fixed e↵ect model is clearly appropriate. Likewise,
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if the reported e↵ect sizes are very similar relative to their variance, then the random e↵ects model
essentially becomes the fixed e↵ect model, so it does not matter much which version of the test is
applied.
When neither a fixed nor a random e↵ects model is appropriate, the post hoc power test can
be used (Francis, 2012c). For small experiment sets, this test is even more conservative about
concluding inconsistency than the other approaches, but it avoids concerns about e↵ect size heterogeneity. On the other hand, for large experiment sets the post hoc power test is prone to report
inconsistency when the experiments are truly run properly and reported fully.
Model selection is an integral aspect of many statistical analyses. Even standard techniques
such as ANOVA can give misleading conclusions if the test assumptions are violated (e.g., nonnormal distributions, inhomogeneity of variance, disparate sample sizes). It is always prudent to
run simulation studies related to the analysis to insure that the probability of making a false claim
of inconsistency is sufficiently low.

8.2

The power calculation should consider the variability of the e↵ect size estimates

In response to the publication bias analysis reported in Francis (2012d), Pi↵ et al. (2012b) suggested
that the analysis was inappropriate because it should have considered the range of plausible e↵ect
sizes. They noted that if, instead of the estimated e↵ect size, the calculations used the limits of
each experiment’s 95% confidence interval of the e↵ect size, then across their seven experiments,
Pc would range from being as small as 9.7 ⇥10

9,

if using the lower limit for each e↵ect size, up to

being as large as 0.881, if using the upper limit of each e↵ect size. They suggested that this range
was so large that the estimated value of Pc is almost worthless.
It is not entirely clear what Pi↵ et al. (2012b) believe they have calculated with their range of Pc
values. Perhaps they think they have computed a 95% confidence interval of the Pc value; but they
have not. Their larger Pc value is produced by supposing that each of their experiments reported
an e↵ect size at the upper end of the pooled e↵ect size’s confidence interval. If each estimated
e↵ect and its confidence interval is taken as an appropriate estimate of the true e↵ect size, then
the experiments would all produce e↵ect sizes at the upper end of their confidence intervals with
a probability 0.0257 = 6.1 ⇥ 10

12 ,

because there is a 0.025 chance of being at the extreme (or

bigger) for each independent experiment. It is true that there is uncertainty about the true e↵ect
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size of each experiment, but using simulation studies, Francis (2012e) estimated that the 95%
confidence interval for Pc ranged from 5.84⇥10

5

to 0.107 for the experimental results reported by

Pi↵, Stancato, Côté, Mendoza-Denton & Keltner (2012a). The best point estimate of Pc was 0.02.
Although their computations were flawed, Pi↵ et al. (2012b) may be correct that the power
calculation should consider the inherent variability in the reported e↵ect sizes. One could do so by
computing expected power for each experiment, based on the estimated distribution of the e↵ect
size. As noted previously, such a calculation will tend to underestimate power when the true power
is bigger than 0.5. So, although one may be computing a more accurate estimation of Pc by using
the e↵ect size distribution and expected power, such an approach is generally less conservative than
using a point estimate of the e↵ect size.

8.3

Post hoc power is an invalid/improper concept

In other contexts, statisticians have pointed out that the post hoc power calculation provides no
information that was not already conveyed by the sample sizes, nature of the hypothesis test, and
the reported p value (Hoenig & Heisey, 2001). As such, there is no motivation to compute post hoc
power if one only wants to learn more about the observed experimental result. Philosophically it
can be argued that it does not make sense to talk about the probability of an experimental outcome
that was just observed, and in some cases it is nearly impossible to compute power from reported
experimental data (Miller, 2009). These are valid concerns regarding some misapplications of post
hoc power.
In contrast, the consistency test is not using post hoc power to draw an inference about a
single experiment. Rather it uses the set of post hoc (or pooled or random e↵ects modeled) power
calculations to draw an inference about a set of experiments. There is no denying that power is a
difficult value to estimate, but as typically used in the consistency test, the impact of this difficulty
is that the test rarely finds evidence of inconsistency.

8.4

The consistency test can make errors

Balcetis and Dunning (2012), in a reply to an investigation (Francis, 2012b) about the experiment
set reported in Balcetis and Dunning (2010), argued that the publication bias test produced a falsepositive error by reporting bias where it did not exist. The claim was strange because they also
explained that there was an unreported non-significant finding, thereby validating the conclusion
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of Francis (2012b).
The broader issue is one worth discussing because it has been raised by other critics (Simonsohn, 2012). It is true that the consistency test can make a false-positive error; indeed every
decision making process that operates under uncertainty can make errors. In much the same way
that standard hypothesis testing techniques control the probability of making a Type I error (a
false-positive if the null hypothesis is true), so too the consistency test provides some control on
the probability of making a false-positive conclusion of inconsistency if the experiments were run
properly and reported fully. As noted above the various versions of the consistency test typically
have a Type I error rate much lower than the 0.1 criterion.
Nevertheless, it is generally good practice to describe the outcome of the consistency test in a
way that reflects the uncertainty of the conclusion. Thus, the appropriate description of the analysis
of the findings in Balcetis and Dunning (2010) by Francis (2012b) is that their experiments appear
to be inconsistent. In a similar way, researchers who reject the null hypothesis for a standard t test
should really describe their conclusion as: there appears to be a di↵erence between the means of the
control and experimental conditions; there is always a chance that random samples will produce
significantly di↵erent means even if the population means are identical. A lot of confusion about
hypothesis testing would be avoided if the term “significantly di↵erent” was replaced by the more
appropriate term “apparently di↵erent.”
A scientist skeptical of the inconsistency argument might propose that an observed inconsistency
in a set of experiments was due to random chance rather than the presence of some form of bias.
As an example, for the Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012) experiments, the best estimate is that
inconsistency would be reported for these kinds of experiments at a rate of 0.0012, so maybe the
experiments were not biased but were unusual due to natural variations in random sampling. This
is a defensible position, but it should be applied even-handedly across di↵erent statistical tests. If
a scientist is skeptical about rejecting the null hypothesis for consistency (experiments were run
properly and reported fully) when p = 0.0012, then she should also be skeptical about the majority
of findings reported in Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012), which had larger p values. Indeed, such
a scientist should be skeptical of the vast majority of findings reported in psychological science.
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The consistency test is invalid if the reported e↵ect is true

A possible misunderstanding of the conclusion of the consistency test is that it suggests the originally reported e↵ect is false. The proper interpretation of a conclusion of inconsistency for a set of
experiments is that the experiment set does not make a proper scientific case about the reported
e↵ect. There may be good reasons to believe in the truth of the original e↵ect based on other
data or on theoretical considerations, but an experiment set can be inconsistent even if the original
e↵ect is valid. The responsibility for providing evidence about the existence of an e↵ect belongs to
the authors running the substantive experiments, and a biased set of such experiments does not
provide appropriate evidence.
An interesting spin on this misunderstanding was provided by Balcetis and Dunning (2012).
Their original experiment set reported findings from five experiments, and Francis (2012b) concluded that they appeared to be inconsistent (using a pooled fixed e↵ect size version of the test).
In response to the analysis, Balcetis and Dunning (2012) reported the existence of a sixth experiment that just missed being statistically significant. If the new experiment is interpreted as a proper
investigation of the phenomenon, then when it is added to the analysis the calculations produce
Pc = 0.2, which is above the typical 0.1 threshold (Francis, 2012c). If one accepts the validity of
the previously unreported experiment (although it was apparently deemed invalid by reviewers),
then there is consistent evidence for the e↵ect reported by Balcetis and Dunning (2010). However,
under such an interpretation it is clearly also true that the experiment set originally reported by
Balcetis and Dunning (2010) was biased, as it withheld a relevant nonsignificant finding. Their
original paper would have been more convincing if it had included the non-significant finding.
Galak and Meyvis (2012) raised similar kinds of arguments in reply to the analysis in Francis
(2012g), which concluded that their previously published experiment set appeared to be biased.
They admitted that in addition to the eight findings (from seven experiments) reported in Galak
and Meyvis (2011) that they had a file drawer with an additional five experiments whose findings
had smaller e↵ect sizes and sometimes did not reach statistical significance. They suggested that
by pooling across both published and unpublished findings they can convincingly demonstrate that
the e↵ect is real (e.g., the confidence interval does not include zero). They also suggest as a general
principle that researchers who want to know about e↵ect sizes should contact the original authors
for details about unpublished findings.
The Galak and Meyvis (2012) attitude toward scientific publishing is problematic. Science uses
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archival journal publications precisely to avoid the need to contact authors for access to relevant
information. An archival processes is needed because the integrity of the report cannot and should
not depend on contacting the original authors to get the “real story.” For example, a hurricane
may hit New York City and damage the files that contain information about the unpublished
experiments; or researchers may leave the field for a variety of reasons or lose interest in certain
lines of work and be unable or unwilling to provide information about the unpublished findings.
If the approach advocated by Galak and Meyvis (2012) is taken seriously, the field would have to
discount the life’s work of retiring researchers. No scientific field can operate in this way. Moreover,
subject matter experts have had no opportunity to evaluate the unpublished experiments that Galak
and Meyvis (2012) say they will share. Perhaps the experiments were not published because there
were methodological flaws, in which case it would be inappropriate to combine them with the
published studies.
Since Galak and Meyvis (2012) did not describe the statistical properties of their unpublished
results, it is unknown whether the combined set of published and unpublished findings would lead
to a judgment of inconsistency. By admitting to the presence of unpublished findings, Galak and
Meyvis (2012) validated the conclusion in Francis (2012g) that the reported findings were biased.
It remains an open question whether the claimed e↵ect in Galak and Meyvis (2011) is valid or not.
Whether a set of experiments appears inconsistent is orthogonal to the truth of the reported e↵ect.

8.6

Inconsistent/biased sets are flawed not invalid

In various investigations of publication bias, Francis (2012a–g) argued that experiment sets judged
to be biased (inconsistent) should be considered anecdotal and non-scientific. Simonsohn (2012)
argued that this interpretation was improper because it confuses the existence of bias with the
magnitude of bias. He also recommended using methods from meta-analysis to correct for the
bias rather than entirely discounting an apparently biased experiment set. The problem with
Simonsohn’s suggestion is that there is no adjustment method that is sure to work. Although the
fail-safe number (Rosenthal, 1984) and the trim-and-fill (Duval & Tweedie, 2000) methods are often
used to measure or correct for publication bias, they are based on assumptions about experiment
sets that are often inappropriate (Scargle, 2000), and they often perform poorly (Peters, Sutton,
Jones, Abrams & Rushton, 2007).
Simonsohn (2012) raises a valid point about the di↵erence between statistical significance and
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e↵ect magnitude, but he misinterprets the implication. As is true for many types of hypothesis
tests, inconsistency can be statistically significant but small. Consider a variation of an example
proposed by Simonsohn, where an area of research has a set of 100 two-sample t tests with a pooled
e↵ect size of 0.792 and n1 =n2 =48. This gives each experiment an estimated power of 0.97. Suppose
that each of the 100 experiments is reported to reject the null hypothesis. The consistency test
concludes that the probability of all 100 experiments rejecting the null is only 0.97100 = 0.047,
which indicates inconsistency/bias. Simonsohn argues that this is a case where one finds evidence
of bias (one would expect around three experiments to not reject the null hypothesis) but that the
magnitude of the bias is quite small (it is only o↵ by three out of 100 experiments).
Simonsohn’s example is valid, but it inverts the task researchers face when interpreting a set of
experiments. Suppose a scientist looking at the 100 experiments determines that they appear to be
inconsistent. To follow Simonsohn’s advice, the scientist would now try to estimate the magnitude
of the bias and then correct for it. Unfortunately, there is no method for estimating the bias
because the consistency test does not indicate how the bias was introduced, and there are many
possibilities.
The scientist might want to make an inference about the number of experiments that could
produce the data if some null findings were not reported. Unfortunately, there are too many
choices because there are two unknowns: the true e↵ect size and the number of unpublished null
experiments. Since publication bias tends to produce an overestimate of the true e↵ect size, the
scientist should consider e↵ect sizes smaller than that found by the reported experiments. Maybe
the true e↵ect size is 0.75, in which case a reasonable expectation is that there were 5 unpublished
null findings out of 105 experiments. But maybe the true e↵ect size is 0.4 and there were 103
unpublished null-findings out of 203 experiments. Or perhaps the true e↵ect size is zero and
questionable research methods increased the Type I error rate to 60% (Simmons et al., 2011)
and there were 67 null findings out of 167 experiments. Since the actual number of experiments
is unknown and the experiments may have been run improperly, it is impossible to specify the
magnitude of bias in the published set of studies. Indeed, it may not even make sense to talk about
the “magnitude” of bias, because bias refers to many di↵erent possible procedures rather than to
a change in a single value.
It is worth noting that the same kind of criticism can, in principle, be levied against other
types of hypothesis tests. When a t test concludes that the observed, or bigger, di↵erence between
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sample means would occur with p < .05 if the null hypothesis were true, then we typically conclude
that this is evidence that the null hypothesis is false. However, another interpretation is that the
experiments were run improperly or that some subjects were excluded from the analysis. This
inference is treated as untenable because the researcher promises (either explicitly or implicitly)
that the experiments were run properly and that all subjects were included in the analysis (or
justifiably excluded). Intentional violations of this promise are widely regarded as fraud (Yong,
2012b), although ignorance is an equally unflattering interpretation. It would be very strange for
someone to argue that the data of, say, Dirk Smeesters (who admitted to selectively dropping
subjects to produce a favorable outcome) should be salvaged. In fact, what journals have done is
entirely consistent with the interpretation that such investigations are invalid: the papers have been
retracted (e.g., Johnson, Smeesters & Wheeler 2012). What applies at the level of an individual
experiment also generally applies to pooling information across experiments, where experimental
outcomes play a role equivalent to subjects.
Simonsohn correctly notes that there are cases where the bias is significant and small; but there
are also cases where it is significant and large, and there is no way to distinguish between these
cases. Scientific progress requires establishing a firm foundation of knowledge, thus, the prudent
approach is to insist that experiment sets be consistent/unbiased. There may be some special cases
where information from inconsistent data sets can be salvaged, but the current standard of the
field is to consider data that appears to be biased to be unreliable. Treating experiment sets that
appear to be inconsistent as unscientific is applying a similar standard.

8.7

Publication bias in studies of publication bias

Balcetis and Dunning (2012) suggested that the investigation by Francis (2012b) may have been the
one “hit” from a series of investigations, and they refer to such actions as cherry picking. Simonsohn
(2012) goes further to argue that unless a finding can be replicated by an independent investigation
then it is necessary to present all analyzed studies to avoid rendering the reported findings invalid.
He also argues that considering all analyzed studies should involve a correction to the reported p
values in order to compensate for the multiple investigations. Simonsohn summarizes his claims
about multiple testing as follows:
Note that it is irrelevant whether we think of the study that worked as conceptually
related to the failures before it or not. The math involved in compounding p-values
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is the same when studies are about the same topic and when not, and when studies
involve experiments or publication-bias tests. There is no way around it. Because the
critiques were cherry-picked without conducting replications, their p-values are larger
than reported. (Simonsohn, 2012)
First, there is a technical mistake. The typically computed p-value is a deterministic property
of a data set and an analytical method. It does not change as a result of multiple-testing or
other issues. Adjustments for multiple testing, such as Bonferroni correction, involve a change
in the criterion required to conclude statistical significance but do not alter the p-value. Tukey’s
Honestly Significant Di↵erence computes a di↵erent p-value than a t-test because it measures a
statistic with a di↵erent sampling distribution. For these approaches there is not a change in the
p-value, but there is a change in the analysis.
Second, if the first part of the quote is taken seriously, then the logical conclusion is that
hypothesis testing is almost hopeless. If a researcher must consider all other hypothesis tests
regardless of their relation to the study at hand, then one must consider all hypothesis tests that
have been, or will ever be, carried out. Given that thousands of such tests are run on a daily basis,
the adjustment to the significance criterion advocated by Simonsohn means that it will essentially
be impossible for any hypothesis test to ever indicate statistical significance.
Simonsohn’s interpretation of hypothesis testing is a radical view that is not shared by statisticians or practicing researchers. In applied statistics, researchers do not try to control the total
Type I error rate across all possible experiments, but instead focus on families of experiments (which
may be a single experiment) and, when appropriate, control the family-wise Type I error rate (with
something like a Bonferroni correction or the Tukey Honestly Significant Di↵erence Test). Thus,
contrary to the opening statement in the Simonsohn quote above, it matters a great deal whether a
set of experiments are conceptually related or not. In particular, if the experiments are not related,
then researchers do not need to adjust the criterion for statistical significance. It is for this reason
that my use of hypothesis tests to investigate properties of afterimages (Kim & Francis, 2011) do
not require Simonsohn (2010) to adjust his hypothesis tests when investigating the influence of
cloudy days when visiting a university campus on a student’s decision to enroll there. Likewise,
the hypothesis tests used to investigate the Higg’s boson (ATLAS collaboration, 2012; CMS collaboration, 2012) do not influence either of our analyses. As long as we draw separate conclusions
about di↵erent phenomena and theories, then we simply live with our respective Type I error rates
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of .05 (or something much smaller for the Higg’s boson investigations).
The way hypothesis testing actually works undermines the final claim made by Simonsohn
(2012) when he applies his ideas to tests of publication bias. He writes, “We worry not whether the
conclusion about Paper X applies also to Papers Y and Z. We worry that cherry picking increases
the false-positive rate for Paper X (because it does).” Both statements are false. Cherry picking
does not increase the false-positive rate for a given paper (although it could increase the false
positive rate for an analysis of a set of papers). Moreover, the concerns about cherry picking only
apply when the conclusion from one paper is related to the conclusion from the other papers.
Despite the inaccuracies of his arguments, Simonsohn is correct that the published reports
about publication bias are themselves biased. With one notable exception (Francis, 2012f), all
of the published investigations in Francis (2012a–g) have reported on experiment sets that are
inconsistent/biased. The presence of bias might seem like a damning admission, but not all biases
invalidate the findings of published results. Invalidation occurs when the bias potentially changes
the measure of a phenomenon, but not all biases introduce such misrepresentations. There is
publication bias for investigations of publication bias, but it is the same kind of bias that is practiced
by scientists when investigating some topics rather than other topics. These choices can be made
for a variety of reasons, including a belief that the investigation will lead to a statistically significant
result. This kind of bias need not necessarily present a false representation of a phenomenon.
Suppose a researcher runs several experiments to investigate a relationship between afterimages
and schizophrenia, and she gets a mix of significant and null findings. She can choose to not publish
the entire set of findings (or editors may make this choice for her). The choice to suppress the entire
experiment set is a bias of a sort, but it is mostly harmless because it does not invalidate any other
findings she might publish on other topics as long as the presence or absence of the unpublished
studies does not alter the interpretation of the other topics. A bias to publish findings on some
topics and not other topics need not invalidate the properties of the findings that are actually
published.
There could be some harm if other researchers, since they do not know about the suppressed experiments, pursue similar investigations and also suppress their disappointing findings. Eventually,
some research group may stumble upon and publish a seemingly strong pattern of experimental
findings, which would mislead the field. But in such a case, the research groups that found a di↵erent pattern of results have an obligation to publish their discordant findings; and the journals that
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published the positive findings have an obligation to publish the negative findings. If the e↵ect is
important, then researchers and journals need to promote accurate measurement of the e↵ect.
What is definitely not harmless is for a researcher to selectively report significant findings that
are all related to the same topic while suppressing null findings on that topic. If a researcher
investigates a relationship between afterimages and schizophrenia and gets some experiments that
reject the null and some experiments that do not, then it is improper for her to publish the
significant findings and not the null findings. Such choices would mischaracterize the relationship
between afterimages and schizophrenia.
These observations suggest that it may not be useful to consider publication bias for experiment
sets that do not address a common phenomenon or theory. For example, as noted by Sterling (1959),
Fanelli (2010), and others, the field of psychology has a preference for publishing statistically
significant findings. This selectivity is a bias, and many people interpret this finding to indicate
that there are serious problems in psychology (e.g., Bones, 2012; Simonsohn, 2012). But this kind
of bias does not necessarily indicate a problem. A plausible interpretation is that psychologists
want to read about (and/or journals want to publish) topics that tend to reject the null hypothesis.
Such a bias can exist even if almost all of the reported findings are themselves unbiased. (This
interpretation might be incorrect, but it is consistent with the findings of Sterling and others.)
The way to identify bias is topic-by-topic, because that is where the bias certainly misrepresents
the properties of reported findings. This topic-by-topic analysis characterizes the publication bias
analyses in Francis (2012a–g).
Curiously, the same kind of logic applies to a single experiment set that appears to have bias.
For example, Francis (2012b) showed that the experiment set in Balcetis and Dunning (2010) appeared to be inconsistent/biased. This interpretation does not imply that each reported experiment
is invalid. It is possible that the reported experiments were run and analyzed properly and (individually) give a proper description of the investigated phenomenon. The problem with the findings in
Balcetis and Dunning (2010) is not (necessarily) with any individual reported experiment but with
the conclusion that is drawn across the set of experiments. With publication bias the experiment
set becomes invalid, even though the individual reported experiments might be fine in isolation.
The problem with the set hinges on the fact that the experiments in the set contribute toward
a common conclusion and should (but do not because of the apparent bias) give a better characterization of the e↵ect than any individual experiment. The absence of a common conclusion is
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what di↵erentiates the bias in the publication bias reports by Francis (2012a–g) from the bias in
the findings of Balcetis and Dunning (and others). The investigation of publication bias in Balcetis
and Dunning (2010) is unrelated to the investigation of publication bias in Bem (2011), Pi↵ et al.
(2012), Galak and Meyvis (2011), or any other studies. It would not make sense to talk about a
conclusion across the sets of experiments that show publication bias because each experiment set
investigates a di↵erent phenomenon. Each of the consistency/bias investigations stands by itself,
so the bias that comes from selectively reporting some cases and not others does not invalidate
the reported findings. Of course, readers should not infer that since Francis (2012a–g) concludes
inconsistency/bias in, say, 90% of the reported analyses that 90% of the studies in psychology are
inconsistent. Neither should a reader infer that Francis has an ability to ferret out biased experiment sets with an accuracy of 90%. Such inferences would be using the results to contribute to a
common conclusion, which is inappropriate.
Finally, although not central to the argument, it is worth noting that the bias among the
reported consistency/bias investigations is fundamentally di↵erent from the bias in the critiqued
studies. If another researcher wants to investigate the rate of publication bias across psychology
(or some subfield), all of the data are available. The fact that few of the investigations in Francis
(2012a–g) report about unbiased experiment sets does not prohibit other researchers from analyzing
such sets. Unlike the non-reporting of null experimental findings, where the data are not available
for anyone but the authors to consider, everyone is free to explore the properties of published
experiment sets. An unwillingness (or inability) to publish analyses of experiment sets that appear
to be without bias does not withhold any data from the field.

9

Conclusions

What has previously been called a test for an excessive number of significant findings (Ioannidis
& Trikalinos, 2007), a test for publication bias (Francis, 2012a), or an investigation of incredibility
(Schimmack, 2012) is really a test for consistency in a set of reported experiments. Consistency
is closely related to these other terms because a set of experiments that are run properly and
reported fully rarely leads to a conclusion of inconsistency. Experiment sets that are biased in
several di↵erent ways can lead to conclusions of inconsistency, although the test remains quite
conservative.
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The simulations and analyses in this paper clarify the connection between consistency and
various forms of publication bias. Unbiased sets only rarely produce inconsistent experiment sets
because even those sets that are unusual relative to the true e↵ect size are generally consistent with
the estimated e↵ect size. In contrast, biased experiment sets more frequently produce inconsistent
sets because the biasing process tends to produce experiments that just barely reject the null
hypothesis. Such sets tend to have low power relative to the reported replication rate.
The general principle of requiring consistency in experiment sets seems like an important constraint on how the field summarizes and reports empirical data. Unfortunately, this principle is
contrary to how many people have learned, taught, and practiced experimental psychology. This
conflict needs be resolved because many of the topics in psychology are truly important for individuals and for society. Application of the consistency test will hopefully motivate researchers
to perform better experiments, to understand the uncertainty in their data, and to winnow deep
truths from deep nonsense.
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